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AN EXTENSION OF THE QUICKENED DISPLAY FOR MANUAL CONTROL
_ t
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_: SUMMARY

! It is very difficult (or even impossible) for a human to control plants

of third order or more with little or no damping by just knowing the instan-

taneous error. It has been shown that adding first and/or higher order deri-

vatives to the error signal and displaying the combined signal are effective _

in facilitating human control over such plants---signal quickening by Birming- !
ham and Taylor. Their technique is further extended to incorporate the future

trajectory variation into the displayed signal so as to minimize the tracking
error. A method for tuning free parameters in ordinary and extended quicken-

ing is established by applying discrete-flint optimal control. Experimental

results for a triple integrator plant indicate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed method to achieve high quality tracking.

INTRODUCTION _!

It is known to be very difficult for a human to control higher order _i_
plants with little or no damping with conventional compensatory or pursuit

display (reference I). To facilitate human control over such plants, Birming-

ham and Taylor (reference 2) proposed to incorporate the derivatives of the

plant output into the displayed signal. The technique is called "signal _:

quickening," and its effectiveness has been demonstrated. This can sometimes

be done as shown in figure I for a triple integrator plant. When the refer-
ence trajectory, r(t), is constant, the quickened display makes it possible to _
achieve high quality regulation. However, if r(t) is time varying, it can not _.

be expected that high quality tracking be achieved with the quickened display.
This is because the human operator and plant introduce phase shifts between
the reference trajectory and the plant output. To improve the tracking per-
formence, more information on the reference trajectory, such as derivatives,

future values, etc., is needed.
In many manual control situations, the reference trajectory is predeter-

mined, or a portion of future reference trajectory can be detected in advance
if not all future information is available. In such cases, the preview dis-

play in figure 2 has been shown to i_prove the tracking performance when the
plant is relatively easy to control (references 3, 4 and 5). If the plant is
higher order and weakly damped, preview information alone is not sufficient
to achieve high quality tracking or even to stabilize the plant.

After noticing the limitations of quickened display and preview display,
one may propose to combine those two and use a display as illustrated in fig-

ure 3. H_ever, this schem_ is not good for tracking since with such a dis-
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I play the human operator tries to match the distorted plant output with the

_K

reference trajectory. A better approach is to process future trajectory inf-

ormation by computer to generate a distorted reference signal which is compat- j
ible to the distorted plant output. This schemels illustrated in figure 4 and

is named "extended quickening". Due to innovations in microcomputer technolo- i_
gy, this kind of digital data processing is not difficult nor expensive. The

design of extended quickened displays involves the determination of the feed- _,

back (quickenin_ gains, ai's, and feedforward or preview gains, b£'s, such
that high quality tracking is assured. A design method based on discrete-time

optimal control is presented in the next section.
'}

_. DESIGN OF EXTENDED QUICKENED DISPLAY

:_ To simplify treatment, the design method is described for a triple integ-
• W

_; rator plant. However, the method applies equally to other kinds of plants. :i
j

: Controlled Plant

_ A triple integrator plant can be represented by the following state and

:i output equations.

! dx

dt =-p-p
w_

y = Xpl (2)where

[] I°]IXp2|= Y' A = 0 , B= O,
iXp3j _ 0 I

• denotes the time derivative, m is the controlling input adjusted by the
human operator and y is the plant output. Since extended quickening assumes

the use of diglt_ computers, equation (I) is approximated by the discrete
state equation,

X (k TA_(k) 4= ._m(k) (3)where -P

A' = e_P "At= I A B' = I _ B'dO - (At)2/2
-P ' -P 0 -=P )

0 L Atj
At is the sampling period and the index k denotes k-th sampling instance or
time k.At. The sampling period is selected to be 0.025 sec which is short

enough to maintain small approx,.marion error and yet is long enough for most

microcomputers to implement extended quickening. ._.
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Human Operator

For deSi_LPUrposes, the human operator is first approximated by a simple
ti_ delay, e , where the delay time, L, is typically 0.1-0.2 sec. Wlth a
sampling period of At, the dlscrete-time model is a simple delay chain, z -d,
where d can be determined from (0.1_0.2)/At. In the following development, d
is selected to be 6 which corresponds to 0.15 sec time delay wlth the selected

At of 0.025 sec. The input to the human, u(k), is the displayed signal and

the output of the human is the plant input, m(k). A state space model for the

human operator is

_(k+i) = _r_(k) + _u(k) (4)

re(k)= Xh1(k) (5)

where

"Xhl 0 1 0 0 0 0 "0

Xh2 001000 0

%3 ooo loo o
= _4 ' _ -- o o o o 1 o and_ = o •

_s ooooo i o
._6. oooooo z

Equations (3), (4) and (5) characterize the open loop human-plant dynam-
ics •

Optimal Control Problem

! t

The parameters, ai s and b_ s, in extended quickening can be fotmd from
the solution of an optimal control problem in which u(k) must be determined
so as to minimize the cost functional given by

OO

J- _ {(y(1) - r(i))2 + w.(Au(1)/At) 2} (6)
l=k

where Au(1) = u(1) - u(l-l) (-Am(i+6)), Au(1)/At ~ du/dt, r is the reference

trajectory and w is a positive constant. The first term in the cost functio-
nal penalizes the tracking error and the second term penalizes the Jerky mo-

tion of the displayed signal.

The reference trajectory, r, is assumed to be previewable (by computer)

in the sense that future information which includes the sampled values {r(k),

r(k+l),...,r(k+N£a)} Is avilable at tim k where N£a is the preview (or look

ahead) tlm. N_a is zero for conventional quickening, Preview information is
not sufficient for finding the optimal control, u(k), since the cost function-

al includes r(1)ts from l=k to i=_. Therefore, it Is further assumed that the

reference trajectory does not change from the time l=k+Nga: i.e.

r(k+N£a+i+l) = r(k+NEa+l) for all I>0 (7)

36
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Equation (7) applies for the determination of u(k) only. For determining

u(k+1), updated preview information at time k+l which includes the sampled

value r(k+l+N%a ) is used, and the lower limit of the sun_natlon in the cost
functional becomes k+l. If the statistical properties of the reference tra-

jectory are known, they can be used in place of equation (7) (references 6,7).

Figure 5 shows the assumptions made about the reference trajectory.

r(i) Given Preview

Information Assume r(1)j r(k+N_a)

ee eeooeeeeeeooeeeo

ee° •°°° loe • • @

i " " I• •e

I I

k(now) k+NEa time,i _I
Fig. 5 Information on Future Reference Trajectory (at time k)

i
Equations (2)-(7) define an optimal control problem or more specifically

a discrete time optlmal preview control problem. This problem can be solved

by dynamic programming or applying the results of linear quadratic (LQ) opti-

mal control (reference 8).

Solution of the Optimal Control Problem

The optimal control, °Pt(k), is i

3 6 N_a

u°Pt(k) = -_ _ x .(k) -£[l_tiXhi(k) + _ gr_r(k+_) (8)if l_Pi pl _=0

where gpi'S, ghi'S and gr£'s are all constant gains.

The feedback gains, gpi'S and ghi'S, are given by

where i

0

A = , B , R = w/(At) P ffi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - , ,_

K Is the steady state solution of the matrix Riccati equation,

(K_.(®)- 9J

and _ is a 9X9 matrix whose I-I element is I, 9-9 element is R and all other
elements are 0. Since A, B, Q and P are sparse, the Riccatl equation can be
efficiently_ solved by simple recursi-ons. For example, it can be easily seen

that BTK "[k91 k92 k93 "'" k99 ] and BTK B - k99. i_
!
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The feedforward or preview gains, gr_'S, are given as follows:

For N_a= 0 (no preview),

SrO_ gpl (11)
For N_a> O,

g_. o, gr_--JR+B_zK_B]-I__I, I <_<__- I )

N_a-I I (12)

gnN_a = gpl -_ogr_

where _ is the I-9 element of the matrix

(Alosed)_ = (A-B[gpl gp2 gp3 ghl °'* gh6] )_" (13) ._

Lotlce that the matrix A_close d characterizes the closed loop dynamics of the
human-plant model plus feedback control law, and is normally asymptotlcally
stable. Equations (12) and (13) indicate that the future values of the ref-
erence trajectory must be used in a way compatible to the closed loop dynamics

and that grE'S with increasing _ are closely related to the unit pulse res-
ponse of the closed loop system. The second expression in (12) implies that

the sumatlon of gr_'s with respect to E must be equal to gnl' which assures
zero steady state error for the step reference trajectory.--For asymptotlcally

stable A_clo_ed, _0 approaches zero as _._ncreases, which Implles that the
future is less ImPortant to determine u_V_(k) as it becomes further apart from

the present time. This point has also been found in preview tracking (re-
ferences 3, 4, 5)

Sturcture of Extended Quickening

The structure of extended quickening based on the optimal control result

is depicted in figure 6.+

Human Operator

z PLANT

O

OoooOOe°o

r now time into

future

L

+

Fig. 6 Structure of Extended Quickening based on Optimal Control
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The portion of the structure inside the dashed lines can be viewed as
human operator. The reason for this will soon be explained.

For selected values of w over a wide range (w is defined in the cost fun-
ctional (6)), the steady state solution of the Riccati equation (10) was com-

puted and the feedback gains, g__'s and ghi'S, were found. Results are sum-
marized in the following table. P_ •

w gpl _2. gp3 .... .gh.l gh2 gh3 gh4 gh5 gh6
1.0 0.0242 0.0669 0.0924 0.0023 0.0022 0.0022 0.0022 0.0021 -0.9347
0.1 0.0757 0.160 0.168 0.0042 0.0041 0.0040 0.0039 0.0038 -0.9129
0.01 0.236 0.382 0.309 0.0076 0.0074 0.0072 0.0069 0.0067 -0.884
0.001 0.730 0.914 0.573 0.014 0.013 0.013 0.012 0.012 -0.845

0.0001 2.255 2.20 1.076 0.026 0.025 0.024 0.022 0.021 -0.7935 a

Table 1 gpi'S and ghi'S for selected values of w

From Table I, it is found that ghl--gh5 are orders of magnitudes smaller
than other feedback gains and that the values of gh_ is around -(0.8~0.9)
regardless of the value of w. Hence it is posslbl_-to approximate the portion
inside the dashed lines in flguze 6 by

-6
z

-I " (14)
t - (0.8~0.9)z

With our selection of At= 0.025 sec, the discrete transfer function (14) cor-
responds to

K e-0"15s

TNS + I , TN - (0.125~0.25)sec (15)

where the time constant, _, was computed by T_ ~ At/(l_ gk_)" _N has a
reasonable value as the human neromuscular lag'constant (re_rence 1), which

implies that the feedback effect via gh6 can be interpreted as a part of human
dynamics. Therefore, the portion insiBe the dashed llnes in figure 6 can be
viewed as hu,'anoperator, and the feedback gains to be externally furnished :i

become g., g ^ and _. The feedforward and preview gains, gr_'S, must also
be exte_ally _urnish-_.

" Determinationof Parameters in Extended Quickening ._

In (extended)quickening (or more generally in manual tracking), the gain
_ constants of the display and Joystlck are rather arbltrarily defined since
_ their inputs and outputs are in dlfferent physlcal domains. It is also known
!_ that the human operator adjusts his gain so that the closed loop dynamics have

reasonable response speed and adequate stability (reference I). Therefore,

_ for implementationof (extended)quickening the ratios among the feedback and

feedfo_card gains (g_i's and g__'s) are more important than their values them-
selves. Based on th_s observation,we normalize the control gains with res-
pect to g.... The normalized gains are the extended quickening parameters,

at's andre's, in figure 4, and they are

,) at = l, a2 = gp2/gpl, a3 = gp3/_l , a4 - 0 and bt - gr_/gpl. (16) _
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Using ai's and b£'s in (16), the signals to be displayed in extended
quickening are, for pursuit type displays

3 N£a

s (k) ffi_ a.x .(k) and s (k) = Z b£r(k H�¤�(17)
P i=l x pl r £=0

and for compensatory type displays

s(k) - st(k) - Sp(k) (18)

where s is the quickened plant output and s_ is the quickened reference tra-

jectoryp. Final tuning of the parameters, ai's and b£'s, must be done by ex-
periment.

EXPERIMENT

An experiment was conducted to examine the effect of different sets of _.
feedback gains in Table 1 and to verify performance improvement that can be
achieved by extended quickening. In the experiment, a trlple integrator plant i
was implemented on an analog computer. An LSI-11 microcomputer was used for
generating the reference trajectory, computing _-heextended quickening signals

wa(sands)randon-llnedataacqulsltlonofexperimentaldata.Thedisplayof the pursuit type, and the two signals, s and s , were dlsplayed by
dots each with different intensity. Human subjects were asked to control the
plant so chat the quickened plant output, s_, follow the quickened reference
signal, s . Two kinds of reference traject_rleswere used in the experiment.
One was arsequence of step changes with a 20 sec duration for each. The other
was a Gauss-Harkov random signal which was generated by a second order dlgltal
filter excited by a Gausslan white signal. The dlgltal filter was an approxi-
mation of the continuous second order filter with the transfer function

I
G(s)= 2 2 (z9)

s + 2_nS + _n

where _ and _ were selected to be 1.5 rad/sec and 0.7. Selectable preview
settlng_ were provided which could be varied from N_a= 0 (0 sec) to NQ.a=200
(5 sec). Evaluation of s_(k) with N£a= 200 was not_easible in a 0.025 sec
sampling period (cyclic time of computation). However, it was noted that the
reference trajectorywas smooth relative to a 0.025 sec sampling period (the
approximate bandwidth of the filter (19) is 1.5 rad/sec ~ 0.25 Hz) and that a

good approximation to Sr(k) in (17) was

Ny_a/4

Sr(k) = _ b_'r(k+ro) (20)
p=O p

where b' = b. + b4 .i+ b4 .2_ b4 .., bl_swere all precomputed, and (20) was
i used fo_ on-line c_,tat_o_ of _k),

!

i
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l
Effect of Feedback Gains

The first set of experiment was conducted to examine the closed loop be-

havior with different comblnations of feedback gains, grin's (i.e. a¢'s) in
Table 1. In the experiment, the reference trajectory w_ a series 5f step

changes and N . was zero, i.e. conventional signal quickening. Time histories

of the plant _o_tput (y's) for different values of w are shown in figure 7. It

can be seen in the figure that the feedback gains obtained wlth the larger w

make the closed loop relatively slow to respond while those obtained with the
smaller w make the closed loop osdllatory and require more contro111ng effort

of the human operator. It was concluded that the feedback gains obtained with

w-0.01~0.I were most suited for human control of the triple integrator plant.

w-l.0 w=0.01
i

---/-------\

.. 4

t l i ||

w-O. 1 .,'_.... w=O. O01 _

/ \/ , \. • :.] ' .
a • i i i i

Fig. 7 Effect of Feedback Gains on Closed Loop Behavior i
?

' Extended Quickening

The extended quickening experiment was first conducted with the step ref-

erence trajectory. The parameters, ai's and bg's, were selected to be those
computed with w-0.!. This choice was based on the result of the first set of
experiment, effect of feedback gains, described above. Time histories of the

• plant output for different values of preview time (or N_a) are shown in figure
..... 8. The Incluslon of future values of

_" r_ ..... :--- w-O.l the reference trajectory in the dis-

5_-/_F_.U, "'_._. played signal, st, causes the plant
_\ output to respond prior to the step

3 ,',, I'*_ _"" ei._ reference change. The maximum and RIdS

|5 sec values of the tracking error were both

_ -,I _- improved by previewing the reference
trajectory. A 4~5 second preview time

i ..... (N_a-160~200) was found to be suffl- i!

_ Fig. 8 Effect of Preview Time(* num- cient to attain almost all the possl- ,_
bers indicate preview times in sec) ble performance improvement relative !i

7.
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I to the zero preview case which _as about
50 % reduction of the maximum error (ob-

_ w=0.1 served at the time of step reference

I_S error computed over 60 sec (i.e. 3

changes of the reference trajectory)A similar improvement was also observed in
the controlling input, lqmrefore, the
difference among the four response curves

-_ 5sec _- in figure 8 is not simply a matter of
trans la tlon.

The extended quickening experiment

__ N_a=O was also conducted with the random refer-

ence trajectory. Figure 9 shows the plant/

L/ \ can be seen in the figure that the phase
shifts between the reference trajectory

and the plant output gradually reduce as

__ N_a=40 No increases. It was found that approx-

_a
imately a 2 second preview time (N£a~80)

.___ _'_ was sufficient to achieve almost all the

improvement in terms of the _4S trackL_gerror, approximately 50 g reduction rela-

tive to the zero preview case. Further

performance improvement beyond N_a~80 was
y_ N_ =60 observed primarily in the controlling

signal whose peak and MS values were both

_/_ /_ continuously decreasing as N£a was in-

f creased from 80 to 200.

CONCLUSIONS

__ N£a'120

_f __/_/ The signal quickening technique was

extended to incorporate the future refer-ence trajectory variation into the dis-

played signal so as to achieve high quali-
ty tracking in manual control of higher

__ N£a=160 order plants with little or no dmnping.

A design method for extended quickening
systems was established based on the dis-

"_/ /_J crete time optimal control theory. The

/ experiment for a triple integrator plant
indicated that a drastic improvement of
the closed loop performance can be obtain-
ed by extended quickening.

Fig. 9 Effect of Preview Time The extended quickening technique

(random reference trajectory, should be useful for various man-vehicle

Preview Time=0,025XN_a sec) systems including airplane landing, maneu-
ver, svbmarine control, etc. The main

42
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t

motivation of (extended) quickening was to facilitate human control over high

order plants with little or no damping. However, for the cases that plants
are relatively easy to control, the technique should be still useful in vari-

ons respects, e.g. for reducing the human work load.
_ The work reported in this paper is being continued to investigate the ex-
_' tended quickening technique in more realistic situations. Emphasis is placed
I on the following two points"

1. State Estimation: It was assumed that the derivatives of the plant out-
;_ put are directly measurable. Although the assumption holds in ideal sit-

uattons such as the triple integrator plant on an analog computer in this
paper, it is usually not possible to measure all derivatives directly.
In such cases, one possibility is to include a Kalman filter or state

observer in computer software.
2. Effect of Disturbance: In this paper, external disturbance inputs and/or

noise were not considered. In practical situations, disturbance and _
noise can not be ignored, and their effect must be investigated.
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